The overall goal of this project is to improve our understanding of long-range, lowfrequency reverberation. Of particular interest to me were the effects of multipaths on our ability to identify specific scatterers or scattering locations.
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Form Public reporting burden for the collection of information is estimated to average 1 hour per response, including the time for reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of information. broadband calculation was also found to be more consistent with the measured data. Secondly, it is worth noting that for much of the predicted reverberation signal, the CW method works quite well. Therefore, some intermediate approach may be most useful which takes advantage of the efficiency of the CW method but is able to fill in such shadow zones in a maner consistent with multipath propagation.
IMPACT/APPLICATION
The significance of multipath influences on reverberation should not be ignored. However, careful treatment of quicker, CW results may provide adequate predictions of reverberation in most tactical situations. 
